NUMERICAL LEGEND VARIIES WITH THE NUMBER OF DIGITS:
3 DIGITS = FEDERAL SERIES C, FOR ANY NUMERICAL COMBINATION INVOLVING
THE NUMBER ONE.
3 DIGITS = FEDERAL SERIES B.
2 DIGITS = FEDERAL SERIES E., FOR ANY NUMERICAL COMBINATION INVOLVING
THE NUMBER ONE.
2 DIGITS = FEDERAL SERIES D.
1 DIGIT = FEDERAL SERIES E.
1 DIGIT WITH DECIMAL POINT = FEDERAL SERIES E.
"NORTH" AND "SOUTH" TEXT ARE FIXED SPECIFIED LENGTHS. "EAST" AND "WEST" VARIES.

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

CODE: D10-5
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COLORS:
LEGEND & BORDER - WHITE (REFL)
SHIELD COLORS VARY (REFL)
BACKGROUND - GREEN (REFL)
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